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Complete the information about each 3D object. 

cone      triangular prism        cube       hexagonal prism      cuboid 

cylinder    triangular based pyramid          sphere  square based pyramid 

This is a  

It has ___flat faces. 

Each face is a _________________. 

It has ___edges and __ vertices (corners). 

This is a  

It has ___ flat faces. 

Each face is a _________ or a _______. 

It has ___edges and __ vertices (corners). 

This is a  

It has ___ flat faces. 

__ faces are ________ and 1 face is a _______. 

It has ___edges and __ vertices (corners). 

This is a  

It has ___ flat faces. 

Each face is a _____________. 

It has ___edges and __ vertices (corners). 
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This is a  

It has ___flat faces. 

Each face is a ________ or a _______. 

It has __edges and __ vertices (corners).

This is a  

It has ___ flat faces. 

Each face is a ________ or a _______. 

It has __edges and __ vertices (corners).

This is a  

It has ____ flat face/s and ____ curved face/s. 

The flat face/s is/are ________. The curved face is a _______. 

It has __edges and __ vertices (corners).

This is a  

It has ____ flat face/s and ____ curved face/s. 

The flat face is a __________. 

It has __edges and __ vertices (corners). 

This is a  

It has ___ curved face/s. 

It has __edges and __ vertices (corners). 
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